We compute the eighth-order fermionic corrections involving two and three closed massless fermion loops to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon. The required four-loop on-shell integrals are classified and explicit analytical results for the master integrals are presented. As further applications we compute the corresponding four-loop QCD corrections to the mass and wave function renormalization constants for a massive quark in the on-shell scheme.
Introduction
In the last about ten years several groups have been active in computing four-loop corrections to various physical quantities. Among them are the order α 4 s corrections to the R ratio and the Higgs decay into bottom quarks [1] [2] [3] , four-loop corrections to moments of the photon polarization function [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] which lead to precise results for the charm and bottom quark masses (see, e.g., Ref. [9] ), and the free energy density of QCD at high temperatures [10] . The integrals involved in such calculations are either four-loop massless two-point functions or four-loop vacuum integrals with one non-vanishing mass scale. In this paper we take the first steps towards the systematic study of a further class of four-loop single-scale integrals, the so-called on-shell integrals where in the loop massless and massive propagators may be present and the only external momentum is on the mass shell.
On-shell integrals enter a variety of physical quantities, where the anomalous magnetic moments and on-shell counterterms are prominent examples. The first systematic study of two-loop on-shell integrals needed for the evaluation of the on-shell mass and wave function renormalization constants (Z OS m and Z OS 2 ) for a heavy quark in QCD has been performed in Refs. [11, 12] . Already a few years later, in 1996 the analytical three-loop corrections to the lepton anomalous magnetic moment a l became available [13] . This result has been checked in Refs. [14, 15] . In Refs. [14, 16] the three-loop on-shell integrals have been applied to QCD, namely the evaluation of Z OS m and Z OS 2 . The calculation of Ref. [14] has confirmed the numerical result of [17, 18] which has been available before. Both Z OS m and Z OS 2 have also been computed in Ref. [15] . Further application of three-loop on-shell integrals are discussed in Refs. [19, 20] . There is no systematic study of four-loop on-shell integrals available in the literature. Nevertheless, some four-loop results to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, a µ , have been computed analytically, in particular contributions from closed electron loops. E.g., the contribution where the photon propagator of the one-loop diagram (see Fig. 1 ) is dressed by higher order corrections has been considered in several papers [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Four-loop corrections where one of the two photon propagators of the two-loop diagram is dressed by higher orders has been considered in Ref. [28, 29] . Contributions where both photon propagators get one-loop electron insertions are still missing. This gap will be closed in the present work. Let us mention that all four-and even five-loop results for a l are available in the literature in numerical form [27, [30] [31] [32] [33] (see also the review articles [34, 35] ).
In this paper we take the first step towards the analytical calculation of four-loop on-shell integrals by considering the subclass with two or three closed massless fermion loops, which are marked by a factor n l . Thus we are concerned with four-loop terms proportional to n 3 l and n 2 l which we consider for three physical quantities: the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, a µ , the on-shell mass renormalization constant, Z OS m , and the onshell wave function renormalization constant, Z OS 2 , for a massive quark. For the latter QCD corrections to the quark two-point functions are computed whereas for the former muon-photon vertex diagrams have to be considered. Some sample Feynman diagrams are q p 1 p 2 Figure 1 : Sample Feyman diagrams for the photon-muon vertex contributing to a µ . Wavy and straight lines represent photons and fermions, respectively. In this paper we consider the contribution where at least two of the closed loops correspond to massless fermions. The last diagram in the second line is a representative of the so-called "light-by-light" contribution.
given in Figs. 1 and 2 . The precise definition of these quantities is provided in Sections 3 and 4.
The outline of the paper is as follows: in the next section we provide details of the four-loop on-shell integrals needed for our calculation. In particular, we identify all master integrals and provide analytical results in Appendix A. The renormalization constants Z OS m and Z
OS 2
are discussed in Section 3 and Section 4 is devoted to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon. We discuss the relation between the MS and on-shell fine structure constant and provide analytical results for a µ . Finally, we conclude in Section 5. Appendix B contains the analytic results for the relation between the fine structure constant defined in the MS and on-shell scheme. l contribution which are easily obtained by applying one-and two-loop formulae, see e.g., Ref. [49] . Solid lines carry the mass M and dashed lines are massless. For L 1 to L 6 we have q 2 = M 2 where q is the external momentum; L 7 is a vacuum integral.
Figure 4: Non-trivial master integrals contributing to the n 2 l contribution. The same notation as in Fig. 3 has been used.
q via q = Q(1 + t) which leads to the equation
Hence, to obtain Z OS m one only needs to calculate Σ 1 for q 2 = M 2 q . To calculate Z OS 2 , one has to compute the first derivative of the self-energy diagrams. Note that the renormalization of the quark mass is taken into account iteratively by explicitly calculating the corresponding counterterm diagrams.
We write the perturbative expansion for Z OS m in terms of the renormalized strong coupling as (γ E is the Euler-Mascheroni number)
This allows us to take the ratio between the on-shell and MS [54] [55] [56] mass renormalization constant which is given by
The coefficients δz we choose the bare coupling as expansion parameter which in many applications turns out to be convenient. Furthermore, the dependence on µ/M q can be written in factorized form which leads to shorter expressions. Thus we have
where each term δZ
We refrain from repeating the one-, two-and three-loop results for Z OS m and Z OS 2 since analytical expressions for general colour coefficients are available in the literature [14] [15] [16] .
We split the four-loop coefficient according to the number of closed massless fermion loops and write (i ∈ {m, 2})
with an analog notation for δz (4) m . In the following we present analytical results for δz (42) m , δz (43) m , δZ 
where l M = ln µ 2 /M 2 q , ζ n is Riemann's zeta function, a 1 = ln 2 and a n = Li n (1/2) (n ≥ 1). In the case of QCD the colour factors take the values C A = 3, C F = 4/3 and T = 1/2. In Eqs. (10) and (12) the contributions from closed heavy quark loops are marked by n h = 1 which has been introduced for illustration.
In order to get an impression of the numerical size of the newly calculated terms we evaluate z 
where the ellipses indicate n l independent contributions and terms proportional to n l which have not been computed. One observes that the n 2 l contribution at two loops and the n 3 l contribution at three loops are quite small. This is in contrast to the linear n l terms which can become quite sizeable. E.g., setting n l = 5, which corresponds to the case of the top quark, we obtain (for n h = 1) 
At two-loop order the n l contribution is only a factor of three smaller than the n lindependent term, however, with an opposite sign. At three loops the linear-n l term has almost the same order of magnitude than the constant contribution but again a different sign. It is remarkable that for n l = 5 the coefficient of the four-loop n 2 l term is more than a factor of five larger than the n l -independent term at order α 3 s . Let us finally compare our results with the approximate expressions obtained in Ref. [57] in the large-β 0 approximation. In Ref. 
where c 0 and c 1 are not yet known. By construction one finds agreement for the coefficient of n 3 l since it has been used as input in Ref. [57] . As far as the n 2 l term is concerned the exact coefficient is predicted with an accuracy of about 30%. It is convenient to introduce the form factors F 1 and F 2 of the photon-lepton vertex as
where q is the incoming momentum in the photon line and M l is the lepton mass. The anomalous magnetic moment is given by
In Eq. (17) also the momentum p = (p 1 + p 2 )/2 has been introduced where p
are the momenta flowing through the external fermion lines (see Fig. 1 for the directions of the momenta).
The evaluation of a l requires that Γ µ (q, p) is computed in the limit q → 0. Due to the factor q ν in front of F 2 in Eq. (17) one has to perform an expansion of Γ µ (q, p) up to linear terms in q which can be written as
with
. F 2 is conveniently obtained after the application of a projector given by (see, e.g., Ref. [58] )
and thus a l is reduced to the evaluation of on-shell two-point functions as described in Section 2.
We define the loop expansion of a l in analogy to Eq. (5) (with α s replaced by the fine structure constant) and introduce the same splitting according to the number of massless lepton loops as in Eq. (8).
The Feynman diagrams contributing to a l respectively the coefficients of α n and n k l can be subdivided to two classes: (i) the one where the external photon couples to the lepton at hand and (ii) the one where it couples to a lepton present in a closed loop. Sample diagrams are given in Fig. 1 . In the following we refer to the diagrams of class (ii) as "light-by-light" contribution in analogy to the corresponding hadronic part.
In this paper four-loop corrections contributing to class (i) are evaluated which contain two or three closed massless fermion loops. They are used in order to compute electron loop contributions to a µ neglecting terms of order M e /M µ .
For the diagrams in class (i) we can proceed as follows: In a first step we renormalize the fine structure constant in the MS scheme,ᾱ(µ). The corresponding renormalization constant is easily obtained from the one for α s after specifying the colour factors to QED. The MS scheme has the advantage that the electron mass can be set to zero (which is not the case for the diagrams in class (ii)). After renormalizing the muon mass in the on-shell scheme we obtain a finite expression for a µ which shows an explicit dependence on ln(µ 2 /M 2 µ ). In a next step we replaceᾱ(µ) by its on-shell counterpart using the corresponding relation up to three loops. It can best be calculated by considering the photon two point function
and employing the on-shell renormalization condition Π(q 2 = 0) = 0. The form of the renormalization condition reduces the problem to the calculation of two-scale vacuum integrals at three loops. Note, that for the renormalization of the fermion masses in the on-shell scheme the dependence on both masses has to be taken into account. In the limit M e ≪ M µ we obtain (see also Refs. [25, 27, 59] )
The ellipses in the coefficient of (α/π) 3 indicate terms which we left out since they are irrelevant for the n 2 l contribution discussed in this paper. The complete result containing the exact dependence on M e /M µ is presented in Appendix B. Note that the result in Eq. (22) can be obtained from the one provided in Ref. [27] where the relation betweenᾱ(µ) and α is given for one massive lepton.
Also in the case of a l we refrain from listing the lower-order results which can be found in the literature [13, [32] [33] [34] [35] . Rather we concentrate on the new correction terms at four loops. Adopting the notation from Eq. (8) we obtain the following results for the n
where (23) agrees with the one in Ref. [28, 29] .
In the case of the n 2 l contribution we split a are not present in the literature since corrections originating from diagrams as the third one in the first row of Fig. 1 have not been considered yet. However, we can perform a numerical comparison with the results from Refs. [30, 33] 4 which reads
There is a good agreement with the analytic result in Eq. (24) . The deviation can be explained by corrections of order M e /M µ ≈ 0.005 or (M e /M µ ) 2 ln 3 M µ /M e ≈ 0.004 [28, 29] which are absent in our analytic expressions.
Conclusions
In this paper the first steps towards the evaluation of four-loop on-shell integrals have been undertaken. As an application within QCD we have computed the contributions involving two massless quark loops to the on-shell renormalization constants Z OS 2 and Z OS m . As an application in QED we have considered the contribution from four-loop diagrams involving two or three closed electron loops to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon excluding, however, the light-by-light contribution.
We describe in some detail the techniques and the programs which have been used for the calculation. We are confident that they are generic enough to be applied to the n
The analytic results for the integrals in Fig. 4 
